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The Sea Hunters II
When the NUMA crew is exposed to a dangerous toxin, Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala will stop at nothing to find a cure foretold
by Ancient Egyptian lore in this exhilarting novel from the #1 New York Times–bestselling series Head of NUMA special
assignments, Kurt Austin and his most trusted friend, Joe Zavala tangle with a ruthless powerbroker scheming to build a
new Egyptian empire as glorious as those of the Pharaohs. Part of their adversary's plan rests on the manipulation of a
newly discovered aquifer beneath the Sahara, but an even more devastating weapon at his disposal may threaten the
entire world: a plant extract known as the black mist, discovered in the City of the Dead and rumored to have the power to
take life from the living and restore it to the dead. With the balance of power in Africa and Europe on the verge of tipping,
Kurt, Joe, and the rest of the NUMA team will have to fight to discover the truth behind the legends—but to do that, they
have to confront in person the greatest legend of them all: Osiris, the ruler of the Egyptian underworld. From the Hardcover
edition.

The Rising Sea
The second thrilling account of #1 New York Times bestselling author Clive Cusslers's real-life search for lost ships, planes,
and other marvels that changed history. For decades, Clive Cussler’s real-life NUMA®, the National Underwater and Marine
Agency, has scoured rivers and seas in search of lost ships of historic significance. His teams have been inundated by tidal
waves and beset by obstacles—both human and natural—but the results, and the stories behind them, have been dramatic.
In this follow-up to their bestselling first account, The Sea Hunters, Cussler and colleague Craig Dirgo provide another
extraordinary narrative of their true seagoing—and land—adventures, including their searches for the famous ghost ship
Mary Celeste, found floating off the Azores in 1874 with no one on board; the Carpathia, the ship that rescued the Titanic
survivors and was itself lost to U-boats six years later; and L’Oiseau Blanc, the airplane that almost beat The Spirit of St.
Louis across the Atlantic before disappearing in the Maine woods. All these, plus steamboats, ironclads, a seventeenth
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century flagship, a certain famous PT boat, and even a dirigible, are tantalizing targets as Cussler proves again that truth
can be “at least as fun, and sometimes stranger, than fiction” (Men’s Journal).

Inca Gold
“James Rollins knows adventure.” —Chicago Sun Times With The Doomsday Key—the latest Sigma Force blockbuster from
New York Times bestselling author James Rollins—the critically acclaimed thrill-master continues to dazzle with an
electrifying combination of history, religion, science, and adventure. The hero of Map of Bones, The Black Order, and other
exceptional Rollins roller-coaster rides, Commander Pierce returns to solve a centuries-old secret, one coded in prophecies
of doom—in a story that fans of Michael Crichton, Douglas Preston, and Indiana Jones will not be able to put down!

The Saboteurs
A confrontation between a radical environmentalist group and a Danish cruiser forces NUMA Special Assignments Team
leader Austin and colleague Joe Zavala to come to the rescue of a ship of trapped men. Reprint.

The Navigator
Kurt Austin puts the NUMAA team on a case involving a hideous series of medical experiments, an extraordinarily ambitious
Chinese criminal organization, and a secret new virus that threatens to set off a worldwide pandemic.

Medusa
Clive Cussler, author of over twenty consecutive New York Times bestsellers, brings back beloved hero Dirk Pitt in this
electrifying, edge-of-your-seat thriller that is “a high-tech adventure, a little romance, and a whale of a story” (Richmond
Times-Dispatch). Japan, 1945: Two US bombers take off with atomic bombs. Only one gets through. The Pacific, 1993: A
Japanese cargo ship bound for the United States is instantly, thunderously vaporized, taking with it a Norwegian vessel.
Japanese fanatics have developed a chilling plan to devastate and destroy the Western powers. From the ocean depths to
the discovery of cache of lost Nazi loot, Dirk Pitt is untangling a savage conspiracy and igniting a daring counterattack.
While Washington bureaucrats scramble, a brutal industrialist commands his blackmail scheme from a secret island control
center. And Dirk, the dauntless hero of Sahara and Inca Gold, is taking on death-dealing robots and a human-hunting
descendant of samurai warriors. Pitt alone controls the West’s secret ace in the hole: a tidal wave of destruction waiting to
be triggered on the ocean floor! “Bulging with gadgetry and undersea delights” (Houston Chronicle), Dragon is “pure
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fun…Watch out for paper cuts as you turn the pages faster and faster to keep up with Cussler’s intense pace” (San Diego
Union-Tribune). This is “a page-turning romp that achieves a level of fast-paced action and derring-do that Robert
Ludlummight well envy” (Publishers Weekly).

Dragon
When a scientist discovers a way to tap an energy source using machines that cause earthquakes, Kurt Austin, Joe Zavala,
and their NUMA teammates race to locate the scientist's machines and prevent catastrophic disasters.

Devil's Gate
When NUMA team leader Kurt Austin finds his own memories of a dangerous mission aren't to be trusted, he must follow a
trail of mysterious disppearances to the truth in this novel in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series. After a narrow
escape during a perilous rescue operation to save the passengers and crew from a sinking yacht, Marine adventurer Kurt
Austin awakens with fragmented and conflicting memories. Did he see an old friend and her children drown, or was the
yacht abandoned when he came aboard? For reasons he cannot explain, Kurt doesn’t trust either version of his recollection.
Determined to know the fate of his friend, he begins to search for answers, and soon finds himself descending into a
shadowy world of state-sponsored cybercrime, and uncovering a pattern of vanishing scientists, suspicious accidents, and a
web of human trafficking. With the help of fellow NUMA operative Joe Zavala, he takes on the sinister organization at the
heart of this web, facing off with them in locations ranging from Monaco to North Korea to the rugged coasts of Madagascar.
But where he will ultimately end up even he could not begin to guess.

Clive Cussler and Dirk Pitt Revealed
Husband-and-wife treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo run afoul of a dangerous dictator in this adventure in the #1 New
York Times-bestselling series. While scuba diving in Tanzania, Sam and Remi Fargo come upon a relic belonging to a longlost Confederate ship. An anomaly about the relic sets them off chasing a mystery—but unknown to them, a much more
powerful force is engaged in the same chase. Mexico’s ruling party, the ultranationalist Mexica Tenochca, is intent on
finding that artifact as well, because it contains a secret that could destroy the party utterly. Through Tanzania and
Zanzibar, into the rainforests of Madagascar, and across the Indian Ocean to Indonesia and the legendary site of the 1883
Krakatoa explosion, the Fargos and their ruthless opponents pursue the hunt—but only one can win. And the penalty for
failure is death.
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Shock Wave
Stranded in the Sahara desert, Dirk Pitt and his friends uncover the truth about the fate of 1930s aviator Kitty Mannock and
the secret behind Lincoln's assassination. Reissue.

The Wrecker
Kurt Austin and the NUMA Special Assignments Team search for an ancient Middle Eastern relic with secret ties to an
American founding father in the #1 bestselling New York Times-bestselling series. Years ago, an invaluable Phoenician
statue known as the Navigator was stolen from the Baghdad museum, and there are men who would do anything to get
their hands on it. Their first victim is a crooked antiquities dealer, murdered in cold blood. Their second target a UN
investigator, only survives thanks to the timely assistance of Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala. What’s so special about this
statue? Austin wonders. The search for answers will take the NUMA team on an astonishing odyssey through time and
space, one that encompasses no less than the lost treasures of King Solomon, a mysterious packet of documents personally
encoded by Thomas Jefferson, and a top-secret scientific project that could change the world forever. And that’s before the
surprises really begin. . . . Rich with all the hair-raising action and endless invention that have become Cussler’s hallmarks,
The Navigator is the best yet from “Clive the Incredible”.

The Sea Hunters
NUMA operative Kurt Austin takes on a madman fronting as an evironmentalist in this #1 New York Times-bestselling series.
Sixty years ago, an eccentric Hungarian genius discovered how to artificially trigger such a shift in the polar ice caps, which
could cause massive eruptions, earthquaks, and even climate changes. But then his work disappeared, or so it was thought.
Now, the charismatic leader of an antiglobalization group plans to use it to give the world’s industrialized nations a small
jolt, before reversing the shift back again. The only problem is, it cannot be reversed. Once it starts, there is nothing anyone
can do. Austin, Zavala, and the rest of the NUMA Special Assignments Team must make strange alliances to protect this
technology from being exploited by their new and power-hungry nemesis before the entire planet is made to pay. Rich with
all the hair-raising action and endless imagination that have become Cussler’s hallmarks, Polar Shift is a wonderful
thriller—indeed, “vintage Cussler.” From the Paperback edition.

Treasure
Leader of the NUMA Special Assignments team, Kurt Austin must work with a former KGB spy to save the United States
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from a lunatic with a generations-spanning grudge in this novel in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series. Kurt Austin is
preparing for an interview while aboard a research vessel in the Black Sea. But his television spot suddenly becomes a
rescue mission when the waiting film crew is attacked on a nearby island. With little information on the attackers, and no
clue to their true agenda, Austin is forced to turn to an unlikely source: his old KGB Cold War adversary Vladimir Petrov.
According to Petrov, the island is actually an old submarine base that’s been commandeered by clever mobster-turnedbillionaire-businessman Mikhail Razov. Razov is certain he descends from the great Romanov family and he’s out to reclaim
his rightful position as czar of Russia. With a powerful resource called “fire ice”, discovered by his mining company, Razov
may just have the ammunition he needs to take over the modern world. To stop him, Austin will have to work with Petrov.
And he’ll have to find out fast how much trust he can offer an old nemesis in this thrilling adventure that “goes down like a
chilled Stolichnaya martini.” (Kirkus Reviews)

The Oracle
Twentieth century detective Isaac Bell takes on the world of warfare when America’s naval research and development
experts begin to die one by one in this #1 New York Times-bestselling historical action adventure. 1908 marks a year of
ever-escalating international tension as the world plunges toward war. And with America on the brink, it comes as a
devastating blow to learn of the apparent suicide of one of the United States’ most brilliant battleship-gun designers. The
death becomes a media sensation, and the man’s grief-stricken daughter turns to the legendary Van Dorn Detective
Agency to clear her father’s name. Van Dorn puts his chief investigator on the case, and Isaac Bell soon sees that the clues
point not to suicide, but to murder. As Bell notices more suspicious deaths among the nation’s sharpest technological
minds, he begins to suspect the work of an elusive spy somehow connected to a top-secret project called Hull 44. But that
is just the beginning. As the intrigue deepens, Bell will find himself pitted against German, Japanese, and British spies, in a
mission that encompasses dreadnought battleships, Teddy Roosevelt’s Great White Fleet, Chinatown, Hell’s Kitchen, and
the Brooklyn Navy Yard. Isaac Bell has certainly faced perilous situations before, but this time it is more than the future of
his country that’s at stake—it’s the fate of the world.

Spartan Gold
Medusa is Clive Cussler's eighth NUMA files novel featuring hero Kurt Austin. In the Micronesian Islands, a top-secret US
undersea lab vanishes . . . At the same time, off Bermuda, a bathysphere operated by NUMA and overseen by Kurt Austin is
attacked and becomes stranded half a mile below the surface. Only quick thinking and bold action will save the crew which includes the head of a certain, now-missing undersea lab - from a watery grave. Austin is convinced both events are
connected, and he puts NUMA on the case. Soon he's uncovering some hideous medical experiments and evidence of a
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terrifying virus that could be used to create a worldwide pandemic. Behind it all lies an ambitious Chinese criminal
organization prepared to commit mass murder to achieve its ends. Now Austin must put his life on the line in order that
millions will be saved from death . . . Clive Cussler, author of the best-selling Dirk Pitt novels Arctic Drift and Trojan
Odyssey, and co-author Paul Kemprecos put their hero, Kurt Austin, at the forefront of a battle against time and global
pandemic in Medusa, the eighth novel of the action-packed NUMA Files series. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Cussler is hard to
beat' Daily Mail 'The guy I read' Tom Clancy

Blue Gold
Collects accounts of the underwater discoveries made by the author and his team of volunteers dedicated to the
exploration of historic wrecks, including the Lexington and the Arkansas.

The Kingdom
Clive Cussler's bestselling Treasure will now be published in our popular premium format with an exciting new cover.

Journey of the Pharaohs
Everywhere, waters are rising--and that's just the beginning of the world's peril unless the NUMA crew can beat the clock in
this thrilling #1 New York Times-bestseller from the grand master of adventure. An alarming rise in the world's sea
levels--much larger than could be accounted for by glacier melt--sends Kurt Austin, Joe Zavala, and the rest of the NUMA
scientific team rocketing around the globe in search of answers. What they find at the bottom of the East China Sea,
however, is even worse than they imagined: a diabolical plan to upset the Pacific balance of power--and in the process
displace as many as a billion people. A rare alloy unlike anything else on earth, a pair of five-hundred-year-old Japanese
talismans, an assassin so violent even the Yakuza has disowned him, an audacious technological breakthrough that will
become a very personal nightmare for Kurt Austin - from the shark-filled waters of Asia to the high-tech streets of Tokyo to
a forbidden secret island, the NUMA team must risk everything to head off the coming catastrophe.

Serpent
When an enzyme capable of prolonging life is discovered deep beneath the North Atlantic, NUMA Special Assignments
Team leader Kurt Austin and his colleague investigate a killer who is targeting the enzyme's harvesters and researchers.
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Fire Ice
It is up to Juan Cabrillo and the crew of his ship, the Oregon, to stop a terrorist plot to release a deadly chemical weapon
across the globe in the explosive new novel in Clive Cussler's #1 New York Times bestselling series. While interrupting an
attack on a Kuwaiti oil tanker, Juan Cabrillo and his team discover something even more dangerous: a ruthless billionaire's
dying wish has allowed a paralyzing chemical to end up in the hands of a terrorist group. When an Oregon crew member
falls victim to the poison, Juan Cabrillo will stop at nothing to find an antidote before it is too late. He and his team must
connect an ancient mystery with a cunning modern enemy in order to save millions of innocent lives, including their own.

Iceberg
Includes photographs, summaries of each Dirk Pitt novel, an interview with Cussler, and Dirk Pitt trivia questions

The Doomsday Key
Clive Cussler's bestselling Serpent will now be published in our popular premium format with an exciting new cover.

Cool Blue Tomb
The Iceman is an action-packed World War II military thriller featuring a daring United States Navy submarine commander
during the Pacific war in 1942-43. In 1942, off the port city of St. Nazaire in occupied France, a United States Navy S-class
submarine assigned to the Royal Navy lurks just outside the borders of the minefield protecting a German U-boat base.
Lieutenant Commander Malachi Stormes, the boat’s skipper, patrols dangerously close to the minefield entrance and
manages to trap and sink three outbound U-boats in one spectacular attack. Britain decorates him, the U.S. Navy promotes
him and then gives him command of a brand new class of submarine, a fleet boat called Firefish. Based in Perth, Australia,
having been driven out of the Philippines by the Japanese juggernaut, the Perth boats are the only American forces capable
of hitting the Japanese in the western Pacific. Stormes, with his cold, steely-eyed focus on killing Japanese ships, is an
enigma to his officers and crew, especially when it becomes clear that he is willing to take huge chances to achieve results.
Firefish sinks more ships than any Perth boat on her first war patrol, but Stormes’ unconventional tactics literally frighten
his crew. Driven by a past steeped in the whiskey-haunted violence of the Kentucky coal fields, whose psychological scars
torment his sleep and close him off from personal relationships, Stormes is nicknamed The Iceman. His crew is proud of
their boat’s accomplishments, but wonder if their iron-willed skipper will bring them home alive. With intense action and
featuring authentic submarine tactics in the early years of the Pacific war, The Iceman continues P. T. Deutermann's
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masterful, award-winning cycle of thrillers set during World War II.

White Death
While studying a deadly plague in the Pacific, Dirk Pitt rescues a band of rich castaways who had been deserted by their
cruise ship and learns that the plague had been caused by a passenger's father, who uses ultrasound to mine diamonds.
Reprint.

The Spy
Clive Cussler’s New York Times bestselling Blue Gold, now available in ebook, is a heart-pounding thriller in the NUMA
adventure series. Kurt Austin navigates the Amazon jungle in search of a legend that could change the path of science—but
secretive powers will do anything to stop him. From deep within the Venezuelan rain forest emanates the legend of a white
goddess and a mysterious tribe with startling technical accomplishments. Few believe the tribe exists—and even fewer
suspect its deity may hold knowledge that can change the course of history. For National Underwater & Marine Agency crew
leader Kurt Austin, an investigation into the sudden deaths of rare whales leads him to the Mexican coast, where someone
tries to put him and his mini-sub permanently out of commission. Meanwhile, in South America’s lush hills, a specially
assigned NUMA crew turns up the white-goddess legend—and a murderous cadre of bio-pirates intent on stealing medicinal
secrets worth millions. Soon Austin and his crew realize they’re working the opposite ends of the same grand scheme. A
billionaire California tycoon is poised to rise to power by monopolizing the earth’s vastly depleted freshwater reserves and
ultimately dominate the world. Austin has a hunch Venezuela’s mythical tribal goddess has some real roots in science, and
may be the key to locating a secret formula that could turn vast amounts of seawater into fresh. But with each step into the
bush, he and his NUMA team feel like fish out of water—and must fight a deadly, twisting trail of enemies through a dense
jungle of treachery, blackmail, and murder.

Lost Empire
Treasure hunting husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo must protect a discovery that redefines Totlec history in this
high-stakes adventure from the #1 New York Times–bestselling author. Baffin Island: Sami and Remi Fargo are on a climatecontrol expedition in the Arctic, when to their astonishment they discover a Viking ship in the ice, perfectly preserved—and
filled with pre–Columbian artifacts from Mexico. How can that be? As they plunge into their research, tantalizing clues about
a link between the Vikings and the legendary Toltec feathered serpent god Quetzalcoatl—and a fabled object known as the
Eye of Heaven—begin to emerge. But so do many dangerous people. Soon the Fargos find themselves on the run through
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jungles, temples, and secret tombs, caught between treasure hunters, crime cartels, and those with a far more personal
motivation for stopping them. At the end of the road will be the solution to a thousand-year-old mystery—or death.

Ghost Ship
The husband-and-wife treasure-hunting team of Sam and Remi Fargo return in a new adventure as they search for an
ancient scroll--which carries a deadly curse--in this thrilling addition to Clive Cussler's bestselling series. In 533 A.D., the last
Vandal ruler in North Africa consults an oracle on how to defeat the invading Byzantine army. The oracle tells the king that
a high priestess cast a curse upon the Vandal Kingdom after a sacred scroll was stolen. In order to lift the curse, the scroll
must be returned to its rightful home. But the kingdom falls before the scroll is found, leaving its location a great mystery. .
. until a current day archeological dig, funded by Sam and Remi Fargo, uncovers some vital clues. The search for the
ancient scroll is put on hold when the Fargos learn that a shipment of supplies intended for their charitable foundation's
school has been stolen, and they travel to Nigeria to deliver new supplies themselves. But their mission becomes infinitely
more complicated when they run afoul of a band of robbers. The group takes Remi and several students hostage, and there
are signs that the kidnapping is related to the missing scroll. The Fargos need all their skills to save the lives of the young
girls at the school before they uncover the hidden treasure. . . and lift the deadly curse.

The Eye of Heaven
Clive Cussler introduces Sam and Remi Fargo in Spartan Gold. An ancient treasure stolen by Xerxes the Great . . .
Discovered by Napoleon Bonaparte . . . The clues to its hidden location lost until now . . . Adventurers and treasure hunters
Sam and Remi Fargo are on a wild-goose chase. Up to their waists in the Great Pocomoke Swamp in Maryland, they're
hunting for lost gold. What they find instead is a small Second World War German U-boat. Inside the submarine they find a
body - and a puzzling, incredibly rare bottle of wine. This bottle was one of twelve taken from Napoleon's 'lost cellar'. But it
is also a clue to a fabulous, ancient treasure. One that Hadeon Bondaruk - a half-Russian, half-Persian millionaire - will do
anything to get his hands on. For he claims descent from treasure's one-time owner. It will be his, no matter who stands in
his way . . . Clive Cussler, author of the celebrated Dirk Pitt novels Arctic Drift and Crescent Dawn, presents his newest
series, following the adventures of treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo - beginning with Spartan Gold. Praise for Clive
Cussler: 'The guy I read' Tom Clancy

Lost City
The Kingdom is Clive Cussler's third Fargo Adventure. Whether it's lost treasure or missing persons, the Fargos find
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themselves in a heap of trouble every time . . . When Texas oil baron Charlie King contacts Sam and Remi Fargo he has an
unusual request. He hired an investigator - and good friend of the pair - to locate his missing father in the Far East. But now
the investigator has vanished. Would Sam and Remi be willing to look for them both? Though something about the request
doesn't quite add up, Sam and Remi agree to help out. It's a journey that takes the Fargos to Tibet, Nepal, Bulgaria, India,
and China. They get mixed up with black-market fossils, a centuries-old puzzle chest, the ancient Nepali kingdom of
Mustang, a balloon aircraft from a century before its time . . . and an extraordinary skeleton that might turn the history of
human evolution on its head. Oh, and not a few unfriendly people with guns and itchy trigger fingers . . . Clive Cussler,
author of the celebrated Dirk Pitt novels Treasure of Khan and Valhalla Rising, presents the third novel in his newest series,
following the adventures of treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo. The Kingdom follows Spartan Gold and Lost Empire.
Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail 'Cussler is the guy I read' Tom Clancy

Sahara
Clive Cussler's astounding Devil's Gate sees the return of Kurt Austin and the NUMA team. Deep beneath the Eastern
Atlantic Ocean lies an extraordinary underwater burial ground of ships and planes . . . Nearby, a Japanese cargo ship blows
up without warning. Racing to help, Kurt Austin and the NUMA team are beaten to the scene by heavily armed pirates. But
when the ruthless gang's own boat explodes as they're making their escape, the men from NUMA are suddenly plunged
from a disaster into a mystery. Soon they uncover a scheme involving the deadly ambitions of an African dictator, the
creation of a weapon of terrible power, a kidnapped CERN scientist and a deep-water graveyard holding a lost aircraft and
its precious cargo. As a terrifying and audacious plan to bring the world's major nations to their knees is set in motion, only
Kurt Austin - the right man, in the right place, at the right time - can stop it . . . With Devil's Gate, UK number one bestseller
Clive Cussler shows us once more why he is the grand master of adventure fiction. The ninth book in Clive Cussler's
bestselling NUMA Files series, Devils's Gate is a novel that will have readers gripped right to the last page. Kurt Austin, hero
of previous titles Medusa and The Navigator, must avert a disaster of global proportions. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Clive
Cussler is the guy I read' Tom Clancy 'The Adventure King' Sunday Express

The Pharaoh's Secret
The world's oil supply is vanishing, the stock market is plummeting, and the key to saving the future seems to be a baffling
historical mystery. Can the NUMA crew crack it in time? Sea of Greed is the suspenseful new NUMA Files novels from the #1
New York Times-bestselling grand master of adventure. After an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico destroys three oil rigs trying
to revive a dying field, Kurt Austin and the NUMA Special Projects Team are tapped by the President of the United States to
find out what's gone wrong. The trail leads them to a brilliant billionaire in the alternative energy field. Her goal is the end
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of the oil age; her company has spent billions developing the worlds' most advanced fuel-cell systems. But is she an
environmental heroor a rogue genetic engineer? The NUMA crew discovers that the oil fields are infected with bacteria that
are consuming the oil before it can be pumped out of the earth--a bacteria originally lost decades ago when two submarines
vanished in the Mediterranean. With hired killers on his trail, can Kurt Austin locate a submarine that's remained hidden for
more than fifty years? And even if he can, can the biological terror that's been unleashed be stopped?

Marauder
Dirk Pitt hunts down, with the help of a beautiful Icelandic woman, an elusive, God-playing multibillionaire and a priceless
cargo that could annihilate nations. Reprint.

Nighthawk
A SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail The twelfth hair-raising Dirk Pitt thriller, which sees the
adventurer hunt for a fabulous hoard of Inca gold, before the richest prize known to man is lost forever. A call for help from
a stricken archaeological expedition brings Dirk Pitt to a sacred well, high in the Andes. There he confronts a band of
ruthless art thieves, who plunder ancient sites for their precious artefacts. But soon Dirk Pitt faces even graver danger, as
he searches for a lost Spanish galleon and hunts for a fabulous hoard of Inca gold. And in a desperate race against time, Pitt
must track down a sacred site - before the richest prize known to man is lost to the world forever 'Clive Cussler is the guy I
read' Tom Clancy 'The Adventure King' Daily Express

The Storm
"Absorbing.Soc is an appealing, witty protagonist..and the Cape Cod locale is rendered with panache in this face-paced
enjoyable yarn." Publisher's Weekly Life's a Beach-Until Murder Rolls in With the Tide A 50-million-dollar salvage operation.
An expert diver dead at the bottom of the sea. An elegant mermaid in a black Porsche-and an open invitation to dip into the
troubled waters of her marriage. Cape Cod's Aristotle "Soc" Socarides, part-time fisherman, part-time private eye, is
swimming with the sharks. Only problem is, he's the baitand blood is beginning to boil to the surface. Soc didn't think he
could get in much deeper, but he'd better think again. A family debt of honor comes due-a debt only he can settle-plunging
him into the middle of a lethal search for buried treasure. Now Soc's about to discover how deadly the Cape's currents can
be. Snarled in a net of smuggling, treachery, and revenge, he's finding out that no matter how far down you go, nothing's
harder to salvage than the truth. "Absolutely the best private-eye mystery I've read. I can't wait for the next one."
Bestselling Author, Clive Cussler
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Zero Hour
Kurt Austin and the NUMA crew risk everything to stop a cutthroat arms dealer from stealing a priceless ancient treasure in
the thrilling new novel from the #1 New York Times-bestselling grand master of adventure. In 1074 B.C., vast treasures
disappear from the tombs of Egyptian Pharaohs. In 1927, a daredevil American aviator vanishes on an attempted
transcontinental flight. And in the present day, a fishing trawler--along with its mysterious cargo--sinks off the coast of
Scotland. How are these three mysterious events connected? And, more importantly, what do they mean for Kurt Austin
and his NUMA team? As they search for answers, the NUMA squad join the agents of the British MI5 to take on a widereaching international conspiracy. Their common enemy is the Bloodstone Group, a conglomerate of arms dealers and
thieves attempting to steal ancient relics on both sides of the Atlantic. Kurt and his team soon find themselves wrapped up
in a treacherous treasure hunt as they race to find the lost Egyptian riches. . . before they fall into the wrong hands.

The Iceman
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER NUMA crew leaders Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala must beat the clock to stop the world’s
most dazzling new technological advance from becoming mankind’s last in this action-packed thriller from the #1 New York
Times–bestselling grand master of adventure. When the most advanced aircraft ever designed vanishes over the South
Pacific, Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala are drawn into a deadly contest to locate the fallen machine. Russia and China covet the
radical technology, but the United States worries about a darker problem. They know what others don’t—that the X-37 is
carrying a dangerous secret, a payload of exotic matter, extracted from the upper reaches of the atmosphere and stored at
a temperature near absolute zero. As long as it remains frozen, the cargo is inert, but if it thaws, it will unleash a
catastrophe of nearly unthinkable proportions. From the Galapagos Islands to the jungles of South America to an icy
mountain lake many believe to be the birthplace of the Inca, the entire NUMA team will risk everything in an effort to avert
disasterbut they may be caught in a race that no one can win.

Fast Ice
When the incomplete invention of a genius environmentalist falls into the wrong hands, it’s the NUMA crew that will be the
first casualties of war, and team leader Kurt Austin will stop at nothing to get justice for his fellow agents in this #1 New
York Times-bestselling series. In the middle of the Indian Ocean, a NUMA research vessel is taking water samples at sunset,
when a crew member spots the familiar sheen of black oil ahead of them. But it is not oil. Like a horde of army ants, a
swarm of black particles suddenly attacks the ship, killing everyone aboard, while the ship itself goes up in flames. A few
hours later, Kurt Austin, Joe Zavala, and other members of the NUMA Special Assignments Team are dispatched to check on
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their colleagues. They find no survivors, but the remains of a new technological marvel on the smoldering hulk of the ship
point them towards a new adversary. Knowing the victims makes this mission deeply personal for Austin and Zavala. They’ll
uncover the scheme: an audacial plan to alter the weather on a global scale. They’ll find the technology that can make it
happen: microrobots, originally designed to stave off polution. But what they may not learn in time is the face of their true
enemy. And, on assignment this close to the hearts and minds of the NUMA crew, the danger is likely to hit close to home.
Filled with the high-stakes suspense and boundless imagination that are unique to Cussler, The Storm is one of the most
thrilling novels yet from the grand master of adventure.

Medusa
Kurt Austin and the NUMA crew return in the thrilling new novel from the #1 New York Times-bestselling grand master of
adventure. Kurt Austin and the NUMA crew return in the thrilling new novel from the #1 New York Times-bestselling grand
master of adventure.

Polar Shift
Detective Isaac Bell's investigation into an attempted assassination brings him to the construction site of the Panama
Canal--and straight into a nest of vipers--in the latest adventure in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series from Clive
Cussler. Detective Isaac Bell's wife has said that he is always in the wrong place at the right time. This is certainly the case
when Bell thwarts the assassination of a U.S. Senator shortly after meeting the man. This heroic rescue is just the start of
the mystery for Bell, who suspects that the would-be assassins have a much larger and more dangerous agenda--one
involving the nearly-constructed Panama Canal. While the senator supports the building of the canal, there are many,
including a local Panamanian insurgency known as the Red Vipers, who never want to see its completion. With millions of
dollars and the fates of two nations at stake, Bell heads to Panama to find answers. After a deadly bombing at the canal's
construction site, he is determined to stop the insurgents--or whoever is funding them--before they can attack again.

Sea of Greed
Detective Isaac Bell travels the early-twentieth-century American railways, driven by a sense of justice and a determination
to stop a new mastermind reigning terror on a crucial express line in this #1 New York Times-bestselling series. A year of
financial panic and labor unrest, 1907 sees train wrecks, fires, and explosions sabotage the Southern Pacific Railroad’s
Cascades express line. Desperate for help the railroad hires the fabled Van Dorn Detective Agency. Van Dorn’s best man,
Isaac Bell, quickly discovers a mysterious saboteur haunting the hobo jungles of the West. Known only as the Wrecker, he
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recruits vulnerable accomplices from the down-and-out to attack the railroad, and then kills them afterward. The Wrecker
traverses the vast spaces of the American West as if he had wings, striking wherever he pleases, causing untold damage
and loss of human life. Who is he? What does he want? Is he a striker? An anarchist? A revolutionary determined to displace
the “privileged few”? A criminal mastermind engineering some as yet unexplained scheme? Whoever he is, whatever his
motives, the Wrecker knows how to create maximum havoc, and Bell senses that he is far from done—that, in fact, the
Wrecker is building up to a grand act unlike anything he has committed before. If Bell doesn’t stop him in time, more than a
railroad could be at risk—it could be the future of the entire country.
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